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Theoretical motivation

● In contact scenarios, complex factors interact with the feature pool 

(Mufwene, 2001), rendering unique adoption‐rejection patterns in each 

community (Cheshire, Kerswill, Fox & Torgersen, 2011). 

● Why are certain features adopted while others are not?

This talk won’t resolve that question but it is a first step.

● Unique substrate inputs, host language, social conditions, and 

diachrony contribute to these unique adoption patterns

● But they are complex and often obscure

● Nordic multiethnolects might offer an opportunity to control for some 

predictors

The Scandinavian countries are comparable with respect to urban 

organization and developments, and the languages are relative similar in 

grammar and vocabulary. Furthermore, the parallel socio-demographic 

developments of the three Scandinavian welfare states offer comparable 

socio-political backgrounds for young people in the ethnically mixed areas 

of the larger cities. (Quist, 2012: 10)
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Hip hop: a practice of peripherality

● (I argue that) Resistance and peripherality are important factors behind 

the emergence and rapid spread of multiethnolect: 

As an anti-language in Hallidayan (1976) sense, ‘straattaal’ comes to index 

anti- or non-mainstream social categories and practices 

(Cornips & deRooij, 2013:138). 

● Hip hop is a genre rooted in resistance and peripherality

Hip hop culture is practiced worldwide by local groups who simultaneously 

view themselves as part of a global hip hop community – currently known as 

the hip hop nation (Sernhede, 2002). The aesthetic expression's origin 

among the marginalized Black population in American cities […] appears 

to have paved a way for corresponding use by groups that feel marginalized 

in other contexts - eg., immigrant youth in the Scandinavian welfare states.

(my italics, my translation, Krogh & Stougaard Pedersen, 2008:11)
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Hip hop: a practice of peripherality

● I would go further and emphasize that hip hop is itself a 

community of practice of language – and in the Nordic context –

of multiethnolect

A community of practice is an aggregate of people who come together 

around mutual engagement in some common endeavor.

Eckert & McConnell-Ginet (1992)

● In this case, innovation in and mastery of the local vernacular –

Alim’s ill-literacy (2011) – becomes that very engagement

● It is therefore unsurprising that Nordic hip hop features 

multiethnolect in its most flamboyant vernacular style
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Introducing MAT

● Matras & Sakel (2007)

MAT

Contact-induced language change can lead to direct replication of 

morphemes and phonological shapes from a source language; we shall 

refer to this in the following as replication of linguistic matter, abbreviated 

MAT. (2007: 830)
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MAT in the Nordic hip hop context

● Matter from Black English Vernacular (BEV) and migrant languages 

dominate

4 most widely distributed ‘MATs’ per hip hop community
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Danish hip hop Swedish hip hop

fuck / fuck / English : 19 
artists, 26 total tokens

fuck / fuck / English: 24 artists, 38 
total tokens

nigg(a/er) / nigg(a/er) / 
BEV: 9 artists, 44 total tokens

para / money / Turkish: 18 artists, 
40 total tokens

lak / listen up / Arabic: 7 
artists, 9 total tokens

benim / I, me (ego-honorific?) / 
Turkish: 18 artists, 33 total tokens

para / money / Turkish: 6 
artists, 10 total tokens

gäri / girl / Turkish: 16 artists, 33 
total tokens



Introducing PAT

● Matras & Sakel (2007)

PAT

The formal substance or matter is not imported […]. Rather, it is the 

patterns of distribution, of grammatical and semantic meaning, and of 

formal-syntactic arrangement […] that are modelled on an external source. 

We call this pattern replication, abbreviated PAT. (2007: 830-831)
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PAT in the Nordic hip hop context

● English/BEV calques dominate 

● their sophistication reflects the English proficiency in both nations

● Sometimes the calques are not perfect replications but generalize/ 

syncretize by identifying a “pivotal point of reference” (Matras & 

Sakel, 2007: 836) in the expression and then applying native features
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Danish hip hop Swedish hip hop

brække nakke
(BEV: breaking neck)
”lust at a person on the street”

vi alltid hundra
(BEV: we (are) always hundred)

”we are always sharp”
Actual: we keep it one hund’ed

lave penge
(English: make money)
”earn money”

du har benim i din mun
you have me in your mouth
”you are talking about me”

Actual: you got my name in your mouth

frisk fade med de bølger
(BEV: fresh fade with the waves)

champagnedrömmar
(English: Champagne dreams)

”aspirations”



PAT in the Nordic hip hop context

● English/BEV calques dominate 

● their sophistication reflects the English proficiency in both nations

● And sometimes they are inaccurate
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Danish hip hop Swedish hip hop

brække nakke
(BEV: breaking neck)
”lust at a person on the street”

vi alltid hundra
(BEV: we (are) always hundred)

”we are always sharp”
Actual: we keep it one hund’ed

lave penge
(English: make money)
”earn money”

du har benim i din mun
you have me in your mouth
”you are talking about me”

Actual: you got my name in your mouth

frisk fade med de bølger
(BEV: fresh fade with the waves)

champagnedrömmar
(English: Champagne dreams)

”aspirations”
Actual: Champagne wishes and caviar dreams



PAT in the Nordic hip hop context

● English/BEV calques dominate 

● their sophistication reflects the English proficiency in both nations

● Questionable calques are google-searched and cleared with native-

speaker consultants before being catalogued as such
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PAT in the Nordic hip hop context

● Known multiethnolectal forms are also present

_____________________________________________________________

__

i.e., violating main-clause V2 constraints

lige nu jeg har ikke tid
right now I have not time
‘Right now I don’t have time’
(dominant norm: lige nu har jeg ikke tid)

Den där drömmen, nu jag lever den
That there dream-DEF now I live it
‘That dream, now I’m living it’
(dominant norm: den där drömmen, nu lever jag den)
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PAT in the Nordic hip hop context

● Known multiethnolectal forms are also present

Not only is it unclear whether these are ‘PATs’ or universals, I have not 

completed my inventory of these.

So the ‘PATs’ discussed today will be exclusively English/BEV calques

i.e., violating main-clause V2 constraints

lige nu jeg har ikke tid
right now I have not time
‘Right now I don’t have time’
(dominant norm: lige nu har jeg ikke tid)

Den där drömmen, nu jag lever den
That there dream-DEF now I live it
‘That dream, now I’m living it’
(dominant norm: den där drömmen, nu lever jag den)
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Research goals

Theoretical goal

● Why are some features adopted in multiethnolect and others rejected?

Empirical goal

● Get as close to an exhaustive inventory of replications in Swedish and 

Danish multiethnolect as possible

● MAT?

● PAT?

● Identify differences, if any, between the nations

● Catalogue and make these finds available as to help the research 

community get closer to addressing the theoretical goal
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Corpus size and selection

Song choice

● Only artists of (partial) immigrant descent

● Artists featured in the media: Kingsize Mag (Sweden) and Gaffa

(Denmark)

● Only ”hits” were examined

● At least 100,000 YouTube views/ year for Swedish songs

● 45,000 YouTube views/ year for Danish songs

● Ratios based on Ethnologue (2017) speech community data: 

(5,532,120 Danish speakers, 12,362,250 Swedish speakers)
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Swedish corpus: 39 artists, 34 songs, 15,668 words

Danish corpus: 26 artists, 22 songs, 13,086 words



Corpus size and selection

A single song can have multiple artists who appear separately one by 

one

For example:
Knäpper mina fingrar
Hook: Linda Pira
Verse 1: Linda Pira
Hook: Linda Pira
Verse 2: Linda Pira
Hook: Linda Pira

Verse 3: Stor
Hook: Linda Pira
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Swedish corpus: 39 artists, 34 songs, 15,668 words

Danish corpus: 26 artists, 22 songs, 13,086 words



Corpus size and selection

A single song can have multiple artists who appear separately one by 

one

For example:
Knäpper mina fingrar
Hook: Linda Pira
Verse 1: Linda Pira
Hook: Linda Pira
Verse 2: Linda Pira
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Verse 3: Stor
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Swedish corpus: 39 artists, 34 songs, 15,668 words – 72 appearances

Danish corpus: 26 artists, 22 songs, 13,086 words – 52 appearances 



Corpus size and selection

Gender problem

● Female rappers have no visibility and no hits in Denmark

● In contrast, female rappers are an established part of Swedish hip hop

Etic perspective

● Women should be removed because there is a long tradition of women 

speaking differently than men. 

● You simply cannot cross-compare if there are no Danish women

Emic perspective

● If you remove women, it no longer is Swedish hip hop.

I reconcile the two by using a three-way variable in my statistics: Male 

Swede, Female Swede, Male Dane
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Swedish corpus: 39 artists, 34 songs, 15,668 words – 72 appearances

Danish corpus: 26 artists, 22 songs, 13,086 words – 52 appearances 



Unique MAT lemmas per Swedish appearance
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Swedish corpus: 39 artists, 34 songs, 15,668 words

471 unique MAT lemmas, 909 total tokens



Unique MAT lemmas per language/hip hop artist
Tagga [Leave] by Jireel (2017)
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Swedish corpus: 39 artists, 34 songs, 15,668 words

471 unique MAT lemmas, 909 total tokens



Tagga [Leave] by Jireel (2017)

Jireel is of Angolan descent

He was born in Angola and moved to Stockholm at age 8. He grew up in the Stockholm 

neighborhood Rågsved.

Click here for video

https://www.nateyoung.se/hiphopmatpat
https://www.nateyoung.se/hiphopmatpat


Swedish corpus: 39 artists, 34 songs, 15,668 words

471 unique MAT lemmas, 909 total tokens

Danish corpus: 26 artists, 22 songs, 13,086 words

190 unique MAT lemmas, 538 total tokens

Unique MAT lemmas: Danish and Swedish
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Swedish corpus: 39 artists, 34 songs, 15,668 words

471 unique MAT lemmas, 909 total tokens

Danish corpus: 26 artists, 22 songs, 13,086 words

190 unique MAT lemmas, 538 total tokens

Unique MAT lemmas: Danish and Swedish
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Same artists from Stæhr & Madsen (2017)



Unique MAT lemmas per language/hip hop artist
Holy Moly by J-Mix (2016)
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Holy Moly by J-Mix (2016)

J-Mix is of Kenyan and Danish descent (unverified source)

He was raised in the Copenhagen district of Amager

Click here for video

https://www.nateyoung.se/hiphopmatpat
https://www.nateyoung.se/hiphopmatpat


Swedish corpus: 39 artists, 34 songs, 15,668 words

471 MAT types, 909 tokens

Danish corpus: 26 artists, 22 songs, 13,086 words

190 MAT types, 538 tokens

Unique MAT lemmas: Danish and Swedish

Call:
glm(formula = MAT_TYPES ~ Language_Gender_ + Race, family = poisson(link = "log"), 

data = MATPAT, offset = log(Words_in_song))

Deviance Residuals: 
Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  

-5.3578  -1.5972   0.1664   1.5500   4.7475  

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)                     -3.49065    0.06481 -53.856  < 2e-16 ***
Language_Gender_ Swedish_Female 0.61566    0.10569   5.825 5.70e-09 ***
Language_Gender_ Swedish_Male 0.58873    0.07499   7.850 4.15e-15 ***
Race LA                          0.16554    0.08208   2.017   0.0437 * 
Race ME                         -0.62082    0.08603  -7.216 5.35e-13 ***
Race WH                         -0.74573    0.17258  -4.321 1.55e-05 ***

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

(Dispersion parameter for poisson family taken to be 1)

Null deviance: 791.57  on 121  degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 546.17  on 116  degrees of freedom
AIC: 996.93

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5

Reference: Danish males



Swedish corpus: 39 artists, 34 songs, 15,668 words

471 MAT types, 909 tokens

Danish corpus: 26 artists, 22 songs, 13,086 words

190 MAT types, 538 tokens

Unique MAT lemmas: Danish and Swedish

Call:
glm(formula = MAT_TYPES ~ Language_Gender_ + Race, family = poisson(link = "log"), 

data = MATPAT, offset = log(Words_in_song))

Deviance Residuals: 
Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  

-5.3578  -1.5972   0.1664   1.5500   4.7475  

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)                   -2.87498    0.08898 -32.310  < 2e-16 ***
Language_Gender_ Danish_Male -0.61566    0.10569  -5.825 5.70e-09 ***
Language_Gender_ Swedish_Male -0.02693    0.08904  -0.302   0.7623
Race LA                        0.16554    0.08208   2.017   0.0437 * 
Race ME                       -0.62082    0.08603  -7.216 5.35e-13 ***
Race WH                       -0.74573    0.17258  -4.321 1.55e-05 ***

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

(Dispersion parameter for poisson family taken to be 1)

Null deviance: 791.57  on 121  degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 546.17  on 116  degrees of freedom
AIC: 996.93

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5

Reference: Swedish Females



Swedish corpus: 39 artists, 34 songs, 15,668 words

66 PAT types, 110 tokens

Unique PAT calques per Swedish appearance
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Swedish corpus: 39 artists, 34 songs, 15,668 words

66 PAT types, 110 tokens

Danish corpus: 26 artists, 22 songs, 13,086 words

40 PAT types, 107 tokens

Unique PAT calques: Danish and Swedish
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Unique PAT calques per language/hip hop artist

Danish corpus: 26 artists, 22 songs, 13,086 words

40 PAT types, 107 tokens
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Ren Hygge [Pure ’Hygge’] by AMRO (2013)



Ren Hygge [Pure ’Hygge’] by AMRO (2013)

AMRO is of Iraqi and Indian descent

He was born in New York, moved to Denmark at age 2, raised in the Copenhagen neighborhood 

of Gadehavegård

Click here for video

https://www.nateyoung.se/hiphopmatpat
https://www.nateyoung.se/hiphopmatpat


Unique PAT calques: Danish and Swedish

Call:
glm(formula = PAT_TYPES ~ Language_Gender_ + Race, family = poisson(link = "log"), 

data = MATPAT, offset = log(Words_in_song))

Deviance Residuals: 
Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  

-2.4885  -1.0987  -0.3468   0.6146   2.7946  

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)                      -4.9382     0.1379 -35.804  < 2e-16 ***
Language_Gender_ Swedish_Female 0.5547     0.2456   2.259 0.023883 *
Language_Gender_ Swedish_Male -0.1793     0.1848  -0.971 0.331772
Race LA                          -0.3285     0.2583  -1.272 0.203513
Race ME                          -0.7594     0.2203  -3.446 0.000568 ***
Race WH                          -0.7025     0.3576  -1.964 0.049488 * 

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

(Dispersion parameter for poisson family taken to be 1)

Null deviance: 182.67  on 121  degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 158.71  on 116  degrees of freedom
AIC: 359. 67 

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5

Reference: Danish males



Unique PAT calques: Danish and Swedish
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What happens when ”the Queen of Swedish hip hop” is removed?



Unique PAT calques per language/hip hop artist
Låt dom hata [Let them hate] by Linda Pira (2014)
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Låt dom hata [Let them hate] by Linda Pira (2014)

Linda Pira is of Colombian and Swedish descent

She was born in 1985 and raised in the Stockholm neighborhood Hässelby, hence the reference 

to the green metro line in the song.

Click here for video

https://www.nateyoung.se/hiphopmatpat
https://www.nateyoung.se/hiphopmatpat


What happens when ”the Queen of Swedish hip hop” is removed?
Call:
glm(formula = PAT_TYPES ~ Language_Gender_ + Race, family = poisson(link = "log"), 

data = MATPAT_noLinda, offset = log(Words_in_song))

Deviance Residuals: 
Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  

-2.4832  -1.1302  -0.3572   0.6297   2.7810  

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)                      -4.9424     0.1383 -35.749  < 2e-16 ***
Language_Gender_ Swedish_Female 0.3274     0.2952   1.109 0.267471
Language_Gender_ Swedish_Male -0.1110     0.1856  -0.598 0.549699
Race LA                          -0.8614     0.4309  -1.999 0.045574 * 
Race ME                          -0.7456     0.2205  -3.381 0.000722 ***
Race WH                          -0.6916     0.3580  -1.932 0.053409

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

(Dispersion parameter for poisson family taken to be 1)

Null deviance: 170.78  on 116  degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 150.48  on 111  degrees of freedom
AIC: 337.14

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 5

Reference: Danish males

Old AIC: 359. 67



MAT replications with the highest artist use

● fuck / fuck / English : 19 artists, 26 total tokens

● nigg(a/er) / nigg(a/er) / BEV: 9 artists, 44 total tokens

● lak / listen up / Arabic: 7 artists, 9 total tokens

● para / money / Turkish: 6 artists, 10 total tokens

● órale! / let’s go! / Spanish: 5 artists, 77 total tokens

● jetski / cool / “false Anglicism” via Swedish: 2 artists, 36 total tokens

------------------

● fuck / fuck / English: 24 artists, 38 total tokens

● para / money / Turkish: 18 artists, 40 total tokens

● benim / I, me (ego-honorific?) / Turkish: 18 artists, 33 total tokens

● gäri / girl / Turkish: 16 artists, 33 total tokens

● shuno / dude / forged foreignism: 14 artists, 17 total tokens

● bakk / look / Arabic: 12 artists, 27 total tokens

● aina / police / Turkish: 8 artists, 17 total tokens

● hustla / work hard and smart / BEV: 8 artists, 17 total tokens

● tagga / leave / Somali: 7 artists, 45 total tokens

● jet, jetski / cool / “false Anglicism”: 4 artists, 27 total tokens
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English calques with the highest artist use

● lave penge / make money (earn money) / English: 8 artists, 13 total tokens

● mine/dine drenge / my/your boys (friends) / BEV: 5 artists, 6 total tokens

● skubbe / push (deal drugs) / English: 4 artists, 9 total tokens

● drama / drama (unnecessary escalation) / English: 4 artists, 4 total tokens

------------------

● på topp / on top (to be successful) / English: 4 artists, 9 total tokens

● leva liv / living life / English: 3 artists, 18 total tokens

● hata / hate (to be envious) / English: 3 artists, 11 total tokens

● attityd / attitude (negative affect) / English: 3 artists, 5 total tokens

● sjuk / sick (positive evaluation) / English: 3 artists, 3 total tokens
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Summary of Finds thus far

MAT

● Both male and female Swedish rappers replicate more lexical matter in 

their music than Danish rappers

● Rapper J-Mix is an outlier among Danish rappers

● The most popular replications across both languages come from English 

(BEV), Turkish, and Arabic. Spanish (DK) and Somali (SE) as well.

PAT

● Although the overall Swedish calque count was higher than Danish, this 

was not significant

● It appeared that Swedish women calque’ed more than Danish and 

Swedish men

● Rapper Linda Pira was carrying this trend

2017-11-05 Nate Young, Department of Linguistics



Summary of Finds thus far

MAT

● Both male and female Swedish rappers replicate more lexical matter in 

their music than Danish rappers

● Rapper J-Mix is an outlier among Danish rappers

● The most popular replications across both languages come from English 

(BEV), Turkish, and Arabic. Spanish (DK) and Somali (SE) as well.

PAT

● Although the overall Swedish calque count was higher than Danish, this 

was not significant

● It appeared that Swedish women calque’ed more than Danish and 

Swedish men

● Rapper Linda Pira was carrying this trend
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But why?

• Is it because Swedish multiethnolect is older?

• Is the Swedish speech community more tolerant of exogenous 

influence?



Discussion

Is it because Swedish multiethnolect is older?

● Swedish multiethnolect is known as the “first” late-modern urban 

multiethnolect (Kotsinas, 1987)

● Danish multiethnolect is generally considered to have emerged later

In Sweden this process started somewhat earlier, and one sees here a higher 

percentage of immigrants compared to Denmark and Norway. Immigrants and 

their descendants make up circa 11% out of 5,5 and 4.8 million people, 

respectively. In Sweden, the percentage is circa 17% of a total population of 9.2 

million. These differences can possibly explain why it specifically was Sweden 

where the first investigations of youth language variation emerged. 

(my emphasis, my translation, Quist, 2012:2)

● Anyone with exposure to both multiethnolects has perhaps felt it

● This project is one small step in the direction of measuring it
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Discussion

Is the Swedish speech community is more tolerant of exogenous influence?

● Swedish has had sustained experience with (non-Germanic) language 

contact 

● 5 centuries of prestigious Finland Swedish, which was the L1 of 

Finland’s Swedish aristocracy

● Sweden may be more tolerant of exogenous influences overall

● Between 1850 and 1939, approximately 1.5 million people left 

Sweden, most of whom resettled in the United States 

● Only 1.5% of Swedes answered “none at all” to the statement 

“Should your country accept many or few immigrants from poor, non-

European countries?'' 

● compared to 4% in Norway

● … 8.8% in Denmark (ESS Round 6, 2012)
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Discussion

Is the Danish speech community is less tolerant of exogenous influence?

● Danish, unlike Swedish, has only had a short experience with non-

Germanic language contact

● Greenland, highly stigmatized population

● In contrast to Sweden where there was broad political consensus that 

immigration was part of a modernist welfare model, there were sharp 

debates in Denmark from the very beginning on the merits of 

immigration. (see Borevi, 2014: 709-711)

2017-11-05 Nate Young, Department of Linguistics



Discussion

Is the Danish speech community is less tolerant of exogenous influence?

● Danish, unlike Swedish, has only had a short experience with non-

Germanic language contact

● Greenland, highly stigmatized population

● In contrast to Sweden where there was broad political consensus that 

immigration was part of a modernist welfare model, there were sharp 

debates in Denmark from the very beginning on the merits of 

immigration. (see Borevi, 2014: 709-711)

We have never seen ourselves as an immigrant country the way you in Sweden have. 

And it means we have talked about migration and refugees in a much different way 

than you have. We have never felt that we have any special obligation here in the 

world to take in a lot of refugees. Danes simply do not feel that way. And that means 

that our perspective, or rather, the Danish people's perspective, to immigrants 

differs and has differed significantly from the Swedish perspective. 

- Anna Gaarslev, European correspondent, Denmark’s Radio

(my translation, Forsberg, 2014) 
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Discussion

Is the Danish speech community is less tolerant of exogenous influence?

● Danish, unlike Swedish, has only had a short experience with non-

Germanic language contact

● Greenland, highly stigmatized population

● In contrast to Sweden where there was broad political consensus that 

immigration was part of a modernist welfare model, there were sharp 

debates in Denmark from the very beginning on the merits of 

immigration. (see Borevi, 2014: 709-711)

Well the music business here in Denmark

There - it’s so much – eh – ethnic Danes [...] who are the foremen of it all, so they’ll 

rather take for example an ethnic Dane than –

If they do not understand what he’s saying

- Retrospective interview with Isaam, February 2014)

(original translation, Stæhr & Madsen, 2017) 
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Discussion

● But if it actually is the case that the Danish speech community is less 

tolerant of replication than the Swedish, then there ought to be an inverse 

relationship between YouTube views and replications in songs
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Discussion

Call:
glm(formula = Monthly_views ~ MAT_TYPES, data = DAN)

Deviance Residuals: 
Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  

-209929  -101593   -52277    83213   262746  

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)    

(Intercept)   222722      28434   7.833 3.44e-10 ***
MAT_TYPES      -6536       3232  -2.022   0.0486 *  
---
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

(Dispersion parameter for gaussian family taken to be 22674823106)

Null deviance: 1.2038e+12  on 50  degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 1.1111e+12  on 49  degrees of freedom
AIC: 1364.8

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 2
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Residual deviance: 1.1111e+12  on 49  degrees of freedom
AIC: 1364.8

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 2
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Not a terribly strong model

Clearly lots of predictors are missing



Discussion

● In the model, the inventory of unique MAT lemmas in a Danish song 

reduces its YouTube views by circa 6536 per month

● Other models were not significant

● MAT

● Swedish songs: no correlations between MAT replications and views

● PAT

● Danish songs: no correlations between PAT replications and views

● Swedish songs: no correlations between PAT replications and views
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Discussion

● In the model, the inventory of unique MAT lemmas in a Danish song 

reduces its YouTube views by circa 6536 per month

● But the goodness of fit is poor

● J-Mix’s metrics skew this model

● He replicates aggressively and has the fewest views

● Other models were not significant

● MAT

● Swedish songs: no correlations between MAT replications and views

● PAT

● Danish songs: no correlations between PAT replications and views

● Swedish songs: no correlations between PAT replications and views
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Closing

2017-11-05 Nate Young, Department of Linguistics

● I need to examine race more closely, including its potential interaction 

with age

● Ethnicity will be a difficult predictor variable because it is only shared 

among two, max three artists

● Age has not been coded yet

● Challenging for those artists who keep their real names hidden

● For the rest, easy because of public registries in Denmark & Sweden

● More data needs to be collected

● Non hits?

● Indigenous (non-visible-minority) rappers
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